Learning together-Reception Spring Term
We will be continuing our topic of Traditional Tales
In Literacy we will be



Reading the story of ‘The Little Red Hen’ and ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’.
We will be drawing story maps and writing parts of the stories, using our



knowledge of sounds to write unfamiliar words and sentences.
We will be reading recipes and making porridge and bread.



We will be visiting Teeny Town role play centre, where we will have the
opportunity to dress up in a range of costumes and explore different settings.
Including a hairdressers, supermarket and builders yard.



We will be writing about our visit and sharing our writing with the local preschool setting.

In Maths we will be





Counting aloud from any given number up to 20.
Learning about the term ‘sharing’ and will be using resources to share resources
fairly.
We will be recording what we have done using pictures and numbers.
We will be finding about the word ‘half’ and finding half of items such as cakes,
pizzas and shapes.

What can we do to help as parents?


Encourage children to retell familiar stories from memory, using story language



such as once upon a time.
Encourage children to read at home regularly, then they will be rewarded with
coins to spend in the reading shop.

Good news from home
We have really enjoyed receiving photographs and notes from parents sharing good
news from home. If your child does something that you are particularly proud of then
please feel free to bring in a photograph or a note from home. This can then be shared
with the class and put into your child’s learning journey.
Back by popular demand
Show and tell will be taking place every Friday. The children will have the opportunity
to bring in a toy/photograph or something special from home to show their friends and
talk about. Please remember objects need to be small enough to fit into children’s book
bags. We will also be writing sentences about our toys.

